The development and management of Toronto's waterfront are issues that have challenged the city's administrators and citizens since the late 18th century. The sheltered waters of Toronto Bay, protected to the south by a narrow peninsula of slowly shifting sand, was one of the principal features that attracted Simcoe to the area, and the harbour continued to dominate the growth of the city until the middle of the next century. As Sandford Fleming remarked before the Canadian Institute in June 1850, "To the unequalled excellence of this harbour..., the most facile outlet for the productions of the back country, is principally due the rapid and uninterrupted progress in commerce and in wealth of the western capital."
1 This role was soon largely usurped by the burgeoning network of railways that spread out from Toronto, but the harbour remained an important thoroughfare for certain types of cargo, especially those involved in resource extraction, and recreational use. Its efficient management provided competition for the railways as well as opportunities for diversified industrial expansion, but it was a resource that could not be taken for granted. Natural forces and years of human neglect would lead to its steady deterioration. Fleming continued his address before the Canadian Institute by noting that the maintenance and improvement of the harbour, "so as to ensure a continuance of prosperity, becomes, therefore, of the utmost importance," and, although the shape and character of the waterfront have changed considerably, its development has remained an important issue in Toronto.
As it was in Fleming's day, the answer to this challenge has been management by commission. Appointments of commissioners to oversee harbour improvements were made in 1833 and 1837, when funds were appropriated for the construction and extension of what came to be known as the Queen's Wharf. It was soon realized that such works did nothing to inhibit the natural forces that constantly threatened the harbour, much work remains to be done to place the impact of the harbour trust upon the development of the waterfront into a balanced perspective.
One of the principal reasons that the trust experienced so many difficulties in its work was its primary dependency upon harbour dues, a tariff placed on incoming cargo, to finance the bulk of its operations. It is perhaps ironic that this meagre source of revenue should provide perhaps the most significant heritage of the trust: the various registers and ledgers that kept an itemized account of these amounts. Registers of ships' arrivals were maintained on a daily basis by the deputy harbour master, indicating the name of the vessel, its master,
the wharf in Toronto where it was berthed, the type and origin of its cargo, and often the shipping agent or merchant responsible for payment of the dues. In later years (such records are still created by the harbour commission) this register would also include a ship's destination when leaving Toronto. This information would subsequently be transferred to a dues ledger, which indicated the amounts payable by each vessel or its agent, and a dues register, which provided a statistical summary of each day's activities. Although these records were kept to serve a mundane housekeeping function, they now represent an unrivalled statistical resource to trace the pattern of waterborne traffic entering the port. Along with registers of vessel ownership retained by the National Archives of Canada, these volumes also suggest significant avenues of research for those wishing to build upon recent work on the little-known maritime aspects of the city's history.
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The inability of the harbour trust and other agencies to deal effectively with the problems facing the waterfront led to the creation of a new managing body, the Toronto Harbour Commissioners, through a federal act of parliament dated 19 May 1911. 9 The legislation suggested a role similar to that originally set out for the harbour trust, but the resources given to its successor were far beyond those available to the trust. In the first place, the new commission enjoyed a much larger jurisdiction, for the act established the boundaries of the harbour as the eastern and western city limits (including all waterfront property in between) and extending one mile south beyond the Gibraltar Point lighthouse into Lake Ontario. Secondly, the act clearly set out the city's intention to transfer ownership of its waterfront property to the new board of commissioners. This transfer took place in December 1911, and through a variety of transactions involving the railways that had long dominated the bay's north shore, the harbour commission soon controlled more than 90 per cent of Toronto's waterfront between the Humber River and the eastern beaches. This gave the board considerable security when borrowing funds to finance harbour improvements, and freed it from the debilitating constrictions of the slender revenues generated by harbour dues.
The financial development was extremely important, for it provided the harbour commission with the means to answer the substantial expectations that accompanied its formation. As public indignation over the delapidated state of the harbour swelled after the turn of the century, the Toronto Board of Trade gained support for its campaign to create an agency that would replace the previous piecemeal approach to development with a comprehensive plan for the waterfront featuring the reclamation of valuable industrial properties out of the stagnant marsh lands of Ashbridge's Bay.
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This reclamation effort formed the cornerstone of the harbour commission's waterfront plan of 1912, which also included the recreational development of the western lakeshore to provide aquatic clubs, a bathing beach, and an amusement park as well as the provision of modern dock and rail facilities throughout the central and eastern sections of the harbour. Although the Harbour Commission was ostensibly considered a port authority, the events preceding and following its incorporation clearly indicated that its mandate was to serve as a planning and development agency for Toronto's waterfront.
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Most discussions of the harbour commission have justifiably focused upon the ideas embodied in the 1912 plan, but its subsequent implementation, including various modifications to adapt it to the changing needs of the city, is equally significant. Most of these issues have had a significant impact upon Toronto's physical and economic evolution, but they have yet to receive the attention that they deserve. The Toronto Harbour Commission Archives contains ample material to support such inquiries. The written record is particularly rich, for the long-standing presence of ample storage space coupled with the permanence of the commission's administrative offices have protected the organization's records from the periodic purges that threaten most corporate memories. Board materials and the central registry files, which have traditionally served as the repository for all original correspondence and reports pertaining to the commission's affairs, have survived virtually intact and are supported by the working papers of most departments and of general managers such as Edward L Cousins. These records reveal in a comprehensive manner the breadth of the harbour commission's activities, ranging from statements of principals and priorities that guided the planning process through the implementation of these ideas as large-scale construction projects to the subsequent promotion and development of the schemes, be they recreational, industrial, or portrelated. They present a distinct perspective upon the management of an urban waterfront, one that is probably unique in Canada, not only because of their scope and content but also because they are concentrated in one archival repository.
Equally impressive is the range of graphic materials that complement these written records. Several thousand engineering drawings have been produced since the initial survey of the harbour during the summer of 1912, and the range of subjects documented by the draftsman included prominent industrial and warehouse buildings, leasehold plans that show the changes to individual sites, and annual waterfront condition plans tracing the slowly changing nature of the harbour and its occupants. Many of these drawings have been transferred to the archives and these accessions promise to continue in the future. 
